
Product Description： 

1. For stone surface processing, making stone products with bushing hammering effect.
2. Diamond vacuum brazing bush hammer roller removes old glues and resin coatings,
especially thick resin.
3. For preparing the floor before laying new coatings.
4. Exposing aggregate in concrete floors in preparation for concrete polishing.
5. Hot sell bush hammer cutter creates a non-slip surface on granite and marble, breaking up
the standard diamond inaccessible coating and preparing the surface for application of a thin
set of overlays.

Feature: 

1. The advantage of using it as a scare machine is that it is aggressive, but gentle enough
not to "dig" into the floor surface uncontrollably.
2. These carbide tips repeatedly strike the stone or concrete surface, creating a rough,
pockmarked texture that looks like naturally weathered rock.
3. Wet use is highly recommended, the more water the better. Do not apply too much
pressure to the sleeve hammer. This will prevent the rollers from stopping, which will reduce
the life of the tungsten.

Product Specification: 

The followings are the specifications of diamond vacuum brazing bush hammer roller:

Working Condition Effect Material Machine 

Wet and Dry Sandblasting Finish Diamond Powder Angle Grinder, Hand Held Machine, Floor
Grinding Machine  

Other specification of bush hammer roller:

Model Out Diameter Wheel Width Segment Quantity Segment Diameter Remark
BW-BHR4530 45 22 30

3.6
4.5
4.6
4.7
6.0
8.0 With Stand

Without Stand

BW-BHR5330 53 30 30
BW-BHR5530 55 22 30
BW-BHR5545 55 22 45
BW-BHR5545 55 30 45
BW-BHR5545 55 39 45
BW-BHR5545 55 53 45
BW-BHR5545 55 55 45
BW-BHR5560 55 43 60
BW-BHR8060 80 55 60
BW-BHR5972 59 53 72
BW-BHR6077 60 53 99
BW-BHR3307 33 6 7

Star Type
BW-BHR3310 33 6 10
BW-BHR4910 49 6 10
BW-BHR4915 49 6 15
BW-BHR4920 49 6 20

 Other specifications can be ordered by customers
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Application: 





FAQ

1. Are you a trading company or a diamond tool manufacturer?

We are a diamond tool manufacturer, Nanan Boreway Co., Ltd. is a professional and
experienced diamond tool manufacturer in China.We have a relative product price
advantage, maintain controllable product quality, high quality and stability of diamond raw
materials.

2. Are you professional？

All of our company's products are diamond tools or related machinery products. They are
highly professional and have maintained their pre-industry level. We are more professional
and can help you find the ideal ideal for your market (dealer) or project (end user). Diamond
tools.

3. Will the company reduce cost and quality for price?

To reduce other unnecessary costs
To find good agents for lower shipping fees
To find the right suppliers of product materials
It will never reduce the quality of the product. We can optimize the product process and take
some measures to protect the quality of the product.

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220



Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


